Abstract: This paper presents a novel and robust fuzzy controller. The controller has conventional fuzzy inputs membership functions but has Bang-bang subsequent outputs membership functions. The controller on-line adaptation is accomplished by tuning and selforganizing the input membership functions. New rules and membership functions are created online with sliding mode control knowledge base rules. The system's closed loop stability is assured for each rule, which is stable in sense of Lyapunov. The suggested controller performance and analysis is confirmed by simulation of well know non-linear benchmark problems.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear control is the area of control engineering specifically involved with systems that are nonlinear, timevariant, or both. As the complexity of the control system tasks is increased, so does the difficulty of mathematical modeling of such nonlinear system. The presence of inevitable un-modeled nonlinearities and uncertain disturbances makes the conventional control techniques ineffective [1] [2] . Fuzzy controller applications [3] [4] [5] [6] are on rise due to their simplicity in design and imperviousness to the mathematical modeling and un-modeled dynamics. Simple fuzzy controllers have fixed parameter, structure and rules to take care of wellbounded control parameters. However, in adverse situations, where the plant parameters are subjected to unknown disturbance, adaptive schemes are used which automatically alters the controller's parameters to absorb the disturbance without losing the control of the plant.
The classical adaptive control requires parametric estimates of plant states. Feedback or Jacobian linearization techniques are used for cancellation of plant nonlinear terms, which are difficult to apply in uncertain conditions [1, 7, 8] . On the other hand fuzzy adaptive control uses the universal approximation property [9, 10] of the fuzzy logic system (FLS). The good thing about the adaptive fuzzy controllers is that the adaptive laws are linguistic and heuristically -based on human instinct to control the system. This adaptive law fulfils the Lyaponov stability criteria under bounded conditions [11] .
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Adaptive approaches can be direct or indirect. Indirect adaptive Fuzzy controller uses Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy method [4, 12, 13, 14, 15] to model the non-linear plant The control signal to counter the changes in plant parameters is then achieved by adaptively adjusting the centers of consequent membership functions of the fuzzy basis, and hence the controller is synthesizes from the plant estimates. For direct scheme where the controller parameters are estimated directly, Park J.H et.al [16] uses feedback linearization techniques, S. Laboid and T.H. Guerra [17] and others [11, 14, 18] uses state feedback to model the system and adjust the control law. In both indirect and direct schemes, adaptive law based upon Lyaponov quadratic stability criteria is used to adjust the weights of consequent linear state equations and consequent parameters respectively. The adaptive law ensures to withhold the plant in stable [11] condition in presence of disturbances. The controller action is composed of two terms, tracking (primary) and supervisory (auxiliary) term. The first term stems from the consequent membership function of fuzzy plant model and the second term normally from the 1 st order dynamic of sliding surface of SMC.
Typically the entire fuzzy approximated model base controllers discussed earlier utilizes Lyaponov stability criteria, for which a constant positivedefinite matrix is required to satisfy a quadratic Lyaponov function. Finding a common positive-definite matrix for large numbers of fuzzy rules or subsystem is difficult. Wang [19] proposed a technique to reduce the dimensionality of positive definite matrix, by combining fuzzy control theory with sliding mode control. In this approach nonlinear dynamics of plant is modeled and control by Mamdani-type fuzzy inference system [20] and then additional supervisory control input is designed by adaptive sliding mode control theory.
Sliding mode control (SMC) is a form of variable structure control (VSC) method, which alters the dynamics of nonlinear system by application of highfrequency switching control. SMC is simple to implement and is robust against unmodeled plant dynamics, parameter variations and disturbances [21] . With SMC the overall stability of the system is guaranteed, without finding a common positive-definite matrix to satisfy the Lyaponov quadratic criteria [7] . The SMC reduces the n-th order of the system to 1 st order straight sliding-switching line for which scalar Lyaponov function and simple switching control can be found easily. Large switching gains are required to force the plant states on sliding line giving rise to Bang-bang optimal control. Hence, sliding mode control describes the optimal controller for dynamic system. However the large switching gain creates "chattering" which may excite un-modeled dynamics.
To counter the problem of chattering and provide SMC with priori knowledge of upper bounds of disturbance and uncertainties [22, 23] ; adaptive sliding mode controller were proposed [24] for continuous robust action. Adaptive control can estimate the unknown parameters of the dynamic system and uses SMC to overcome unmodeled dynamics and external disturbances. However, as discussed earlier the combined adaptive SMC controller needs a linear parameterized model of the system. Fuzzy direct and indirect adaptive SMC (AFSMC) [11, 18, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] schemes were then developed to fulfill the modeling requirement of adaptive SMC. In [30] robust AFSMC is proposed for nonlinear system approximated by Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model. Recently, Liang et al. [31] used T-K model for robot control, Park et al. [32] developed adaptive fuzzy SMC for the uncertain crane system incorporating fuzzy observer for uncertainties.
Another way to reduce the ambiguity and maintain consistency is to utilize expert heuristic rules, which enables the controller to be effective over the large range of parametric variation, of both plant and disturbances. As a result Procyk and Mamdani [33] proposed Self-organizing fuzzy controllers. Self-organizing fuzzy controllers (SOFC) and self-tuning fuzzy controllers (STFC) are rule-based controllers and learn on-line how to control the system [34] . The purpose of selforganizing fuzzy controller (SOFC) is to minimize the role of human experts in designing a fuzzy logic controller. In SOFC normally the input membership functions are organized. The combine action of SOFC with consequent membership function regression and adaptive weight mechanism results in self-organizing fuzzy adaptive control (SOFAC) [35] . Park et al. [16] propose SOFAC, in which rules are added to the rule based as the input space is explored. The width of the triangular membership functions is predefined and unchanged. When one of the input variable moves outside the range of the existing membership functions, a new membership function is created. Then, all the possible rules that are made available by addition of new membership functions are added to rule base. In this regard Park et al. use feedback linearization of plant and set upper bound condition of control signal gain. Phi and Gale [36] removes this condition and set the controllability condition instead. Further, Phi limits the growth and removal of membership functions.
The proposed controller in this work takes advantage of robustness and 1 st order reduction property of the SMC control [7] . There is a distinction between FSMC and sliding mode fuzzy control (SMFC). In FSMC, fuzzy control (FLC) compliments the sliding mode control in model linearization and bounding of disturbance and uncertainties. Whereas in SMFC, sliding mode complement the fuzzy control (FLC) and the fuzzy rule and stability criteria are synthesized to ensure robustness [37] . F. Song [38] describes SMFC as time suboptimal control, which has constrained Bang-bang output.
Numerous AFSMC schemes have been presented in past but less attention has been paid to SMFC, except [38] , further there is no report in literature on adding self-organizing scheme to the SMFC. The relationship among the different fuzzy techniques is summarized in figure 1 The proposed SOSMFC has only two level Bang-bang switching consequent membership functions, which limit the application of adaptation mechanism described earlier. Self-organizing adaptation procedure has to be adopted for antecedent membership functions adjustment and control the nonlinearities of the plant. Mudi and Pal [39] describe that FLC become adaptive; if one or more of its tunable parameter such as scaling factor, membership function and fuzzy rules are changed on-line. The control proposed here has two terms. Both terms use the same underlying principle of sliding mode controller. The primary or tracking function is carried out by a fixed parameters fuzzy sliding mode controller (FSMC) and the supervisory or auxiliary function has AFSMC. This way the stability -Lyaponov quadratic function and search of positive definite matrix is avoided.
No research has been carried out on uniting the SOC and SMFC and to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of the new and combined technique has to offer. Hence, the objective of this paper is to merge together the self-organizing (SOC) technique with SMFC (SOSMFC), analyze it and compare the performance with conventional AFSMC.
The new controller works well for all non-linear problems in affine and non-affine oscillation control. The SOSMFC is based on the Mamdani model and uses largest of maxima (LOM) defuzzification technique. By arranging the output membership function in a certain way -Bang-bang output is directly obtained from the controller. The layout of this paper is first to present in section II, the theoretical background of SMC, ASFMC and SOC controllers, and then define self-organizing sliding mode fuzzy controller (SOSMFC). In section III the stability conditions of controller is described. In section IV the controller is itself developed and in section V the controller is simulated with benchmark problems, followed by the analysis and discussion in section VI and conclusion in section VII.
NONLINEAR FUZZY CONTROLLER
Proposed controller design preliminaries are presented here. A nonlinear model [40] will be used here for the modeling of sliding mode controller. It is shown; how the stability issues and the rule for SMFC are derived from the knowledge of sliding mode controller, followed by the development of the self-organizing sliding mode fuzzy controller.
Nonlinear Model
Consider a second order non-linear position control system [41] as
(1) The Eq. (1) has the 2 nd order nonlinear form These simple implications will become the building blocks of fuzzy rules for SMFC.
Sliding Mode Control Law
In general, 
SMC Equivalent Control
Let u eq be the equivalent control law that will keep the states on the sliding trajectory, computed by s  = 0 for u ≡ u eq , replacing λ by input gain vector g =[g 1 g 0 ] and from Eqs. 
SMC Reaching Control
The control input u s to get the state x(0) to reach x d is then made to satisfy the Lyapunov-like function V=(1/2)s 2 , if there exist η >0 and by the following sliding condition :
This control law ensures that the system trajectories from initial state to desired state or s  =0, reduces in squared distance term. In conventional notation Eq. (11) is written as
The complete sliding mode control law u then becomes
where from [7] (14)
and Using a sign function often causes chattering in practice. One solution is to introduce a boundary layer around the switch surface [7] . A continuous consequent output, a small deadband ∆s = ± 0.001 is included in output rendering the control action Bang-off-bang. Resulting in switching control (15) where M is a constant. SMC reduces the order of the system to 1 st order straight sliding-switching line for which, as shown above scalar Lyaponov function and simple switching can be found easily. The control rules Eq. (15) will be incorporated in SMFC to give rise to Bang-bang optimal control.
NONLINEAR CONTROLLER AND STABILITY
SMC
controllers have been developed and applied to nonlinear systems for the last two decades. In the absence of a mathematical model for non-linear fuzzy controllers the stability analysis is not straight forward, whereas the stability of SMC is inherent. SMC is a robust control method [7] and its stability is proven with Lyapunov's direct method [12] . Wong et.al [40] presents a method to apply Lyapunov's direct method to individual firing rules rather than the entire fuzzy sub-system associated with all the rules.
Lyaponov theorem 1: Assume that there exists a scalar function V of the state x such that i) V=x T P x is positive definite and continuously differentiable, P is square positive definite matrix ii) V  is negative definite in the active region of the corresponding fuzzy rule
From model Eq. (2) by letting s = a.x 1 + x 2 , where a =1, the slope of the sliding line.
The Lyapunov's stability function Eq. (11) is selected as 
V is negative
The stability of SMC for Eq. (2) be verified by using Lyapunov's stability test [40] . Table 1 , Eq. (18) Complete set of fuzzy sub-systems surface to establish stability of two level Bang-bang output u=(-1, +1) is shown in Figure 3 .
Surface for Optimal Rules in
NONLINEAR FUZZY BANG-BANG CONROLLER
The new proposed controller combines the fuzzy logic inputs with a relay output in a single entity. Due to fact that the proposed controller has fuzzy rules based on sliding mode control theory and its has a self-organizing membership function capability on its antecedent, it is called as self-organizing sliding mode fuzzy controller (SOSMFC). The SOSMFC uses Largest of maxima (LOM) defuzzification technique to yield a bang-bang output.
In fuzzy controller, it is necessary to specify the universe of discourse for the states of the system, which are considered to be a reasonable representation of all the situations that the controller may face. In the self-organizing controller presented here the universe of discourse (UOD)  i is a function of states, i is the input index of the controller. Then for SISO system in eq. (2) the universe of discourse
Fuzzzy Input Membership Functions Set
The state x is used for selection of self-organizing and tuning of supervisory control u s . Depending upon the initial state x 0 the controller select the appropriate number of membership functions and then start tuning the input gain, until a error condition e = ε (±0.001) is reached and the control is transferred to fixed parameter control action, u eq . The input variable i and the value assigned to fuzzy set of triangular membership functions are based on mathematical characteristic, 
is the linguistic label assigned to each mf , and input fuzzy set for selforganizing controller is shown in Figure 2 . The index k….K, is the range of K number of membership functions. If the above condition is true then a index Δ is incremented by one and
Initially a set of three membership functions is used
are incremented in pair on both sides. The Δ-step is kept incremented until the Eq. (21) 
Fuzzy Output Membership Function Set
The output membership function has largest of maxima output (LOM) [41] , which emulates hardware relay bi-level Bang-bang output, as shown in figure 4 .
The gain M d can be set during the run time. In figure 4 a small deadband Δs = ±0.001 is set by mf 'Z' is shown , which filter out the high frequency chattering; associated with Bang-bang output on the sliding line.
Fuzzy Process and Rules
Fuzzification between the two inputs e and  e is an minimum inference for the j th rule described as 
The sliding mode based fuzzy rules are given Table 1 The controller has the same SMFC structure for both u eq and u s control action. The control action u (13) and SOSMFC scheme used in the paper is shown in figure  5 . Depending upon initial condition x o and e > ε, where ε = 0.001, the hitting control u s acts first and the membership function modifier block selects and ensembles the required number of membership functions to enclose the state x, eqs. (20), (22), figure 2 . The rule modifier, increase the rules automatically according to rule table 2 for as many membership function as requested by the membership modifier. At the end of hitting condition the control is transferred to the tracking controller which ensures that the output x follows the desired input x d.
Self -Tuning Control
For sliding mode fuzzy control Eq. (10), e and  e has the gains g 0 < 1 and g 1 < 1, Figure 4 . Which has a effect of proportional and derivative gain [43] on the inputs. According to Passino [43] under these conditions the inputs e and  e has inverse scaling factor effect on the horizontal axis resulting in reduced inputs, which converge toward the central membership function. This increase the Bang-bang switching activity around the central membership function 2 i A , in -ve and +ve halves, Figure  3 . The tuning is used during the supervisory control u s and is based on the current state x, having universe of discourse
As the error e and  e reduce so does value of the state x. Again according to Passino [43] the inputs will see this as contraction and the input moves away from the central membership function which eases the switching-chattering effect as error and states values becomes smaller.
Operational Details of SOSMFC
The details of controller operation are illustrated in Figure 6 for system Wong [40] . For initial condition x i (0) = 20, the self-organizing is completed in three steps. In step one Δ=1 and three defaults membership functions shown in figure 2 are shown at left in Figure 6 . With this arrangement the controller in figure 4 is unable to reduce the state x and condition in Eq. (21) is satisfied. As a result, step two in initiated and Δ in incremented by 1 to Δ=2, and two more membership functions are added to existing three (3+2=5), second set of membership functions in Figure 6 is second from left. With new mf setting the controller continues to satisfy the condition of self-organizing in Eq. (21) and step three Δ=3 is invoked again, and the membership functions increase to K=7, set of seven membership function is shown in Figure 6 . 
BENCH
MARK PROBLEMS SIMULATION
To prove the effectiveness of the SOSMFC, five benchmark SISO problems including non-affine nonlinear and duffing oscillation problems are selected. In these problems the initial condition are exaggerated to show the regulation and tracking ability of the controller.
Second Order Non-Linear Problem
The first, a second order nonlinear problem in Wong [40] , eqs (1-2),
The SMC and stability of this problem has been discussed in section III. The controller rules are based on Table 2 . The control signal Eq. (25) under the scheme shown in figure 5 is used. The output gain M d is given in Eq. (23).
First Order Nonlinear Plant
This example appears in Wang [11] and is unstable without the control. The desired control is to regulate and track a reference trajectory,
Chaotic System
Duffing forced oscillation in Wang [11] 
Second Order Non-Linear Problem
The problem is reference in Tanaka [12] and the output tracks
Nonlinear Servo Mechanism
The problem appears in Kovacic [42] . 
Non-Affine Nonlinear Problem
The non-affine system is described in Park [16] Figure  5 detail are given in figure 5 
SIMULATION RESULTS
Six most referenced SISO benchmark problem appearing in adaptive fuzzy control research publications are tested to evaluate the performance of the proposed controller. The controller capability as a regulator and tracking controller is proven by successfully 
CONCLUSION
The new controller works as an adaptive sliding mode fuzzy controller and further has capability of regulating large initial states. The controller uses sliding mode principle and stability criteria for reduced order system to simplify the nonlinear dynamics of the system. Only input membership functions are added or tuned in supervisory phase and fixed tracking controller parameters are used in equivalent control phase. Unlike conventional T-S based adaptive fuzzy controllers, where positive definite matrix is required for Lyaponov stability criteria to find weights for fuzzy basis and adaptive law. The proposed controller uses fuzzy rule based on SMC -1 st order Lyaponov criteria to satisfy the stability criteria. The controller has a simple configuration and is easy to implement. 
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